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dear editor
As an interested reader I1 am compelled to commenttocomment oriyouronori your

recent article dealing with thedathethedangerofda regersrfgers of marlittmarlirtmarijuanauana
in the last ississuewe ofdif the tundra times at page two the author

could raseraise but one substantial argument against cheusetheusethe use of64 mari-
juana and this was an obscure reference which alleged in part
11 the user may try stronger substances including heroin
however this conclusion is totally invalid as any degree of factual
investigation has consistently failed to support thiscfaimthis claim the
articles reareasoningboningsoning in effect suggests that we outlaw necessities
such as airplanes because some aircraft in the past was involved in
an accident in any event heroin is virtually nonexistantnonexistent here in

alaska and also most of us realize that heroin kills
if any single factor can be said to contribute to teenageteen age

experimentation with hard core narcotics it would probably be
our attraction to the forbidden fruit pot and the resuresultingeting1ting
discovery of your deceit that your marijuana boogie man isis

nothing but a paper tiger this didiscoveryscoverascovery could possibly jolt the
adolescent mind into questioning the establishments opinion
concerning stronger substances

would it not be a more truthful and reasonable approach to our
youth if we eliminated the boogie man scare tactics and forbidden
fruit status of pot the present unenlightened furor over this
harmless herb is not very becoming to we native alaskansalaskasAlaskans certain-
ly a more realistic and progressive move would be to enact legisla-

tion regulating the sale and use of marijuana in the same way
liquor is regulated not only would such a procedure assist in
curing our second avenue drunk problem here in fairbanks but
it would also tend to curb the states growing tendency towards
passing laws against thehe symptoms of societies illnesses while
ignoring the underlying cualescuaseszuases of the sickness
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